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[Chinese shoes Network - Sports News] recently, "PEAK TEAM" ushered in good news, in the list of 18 people in 2012 Orlando NBA
All-Star Rookie Game official, the Utah Jazz Gordon ? Sea Wood successfully selected, the Griffin and the Los Angeles Clippers,
Cleveland Cavaliers Carey ? Irving and Minnesota Timberwolves Ricky - Rubio led the challenge of the times. 
In college, he led his housekeeper Bulldogs to dark horse stance won NCAA2010 season runner-up. The white guy play the game
very well, he said in an interview, I like the team with the advantage that I learned from the World of Warcraft. For interstellar game
Gordon said he likes to play the Terran. 

When and Olympic contract, he once said, obviously basketball great emphasis on physical confrontation. There are a lot of
basketball games and similarities, we need a lot of fighting spirit and willpower. "I think the world's best basketball players is earlier
than their rivals ahead of a two-step, they always know what their opponent will do, and do it sooner than their opponents." Haywood
said, Also I think it is the same in StarCraft, the top man is always the first one or two steps than other people. 
This year's All-Star Rookie Challenge will be historic, and he used the game system different from the past. This challenge is no
longer allocated against the second grade, but everyone mixing operations. This is a challenge for Haywood, it is also an excellent
opportunity to express themselves. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
; ; ; because of that the Nike Air shoes and sports shoes feature elastic column is a pseudo-scientific propaganda acts of false
propaganda, Zheng Qingsheng Masayuki its Beijing Research Institute on behalf of the body mechanics, grounds of unfair
competition, Nike (Suzhou) Sports Goods Co., Nike and other US court. ; 

yesterday morning, the Second Intermediate Court hearing of the case. 
The plaintiff alleged that the defendants said the Nike Air shoes and elastic column shoes allow "run faster" man, "to jump higher,"
can "recuperate quickly" and, contrary to scientific principles, which constitute fraudulent website promotion is false propaganda, for
the same plaintiff in footwear business constitutes unfair competition. 
defendant to dismiss all the claims of the plaintiff, the plaintiff with no competitive relationship between it, the plaintiff does not have
the qualification proceedings; abuse the plaintiff the right to appeal, seriously affected its business practices. 
This is Zheng Qingsheng and Nike's third lawsuit, after Zheng Qingsheng said Nike Air shoes cushion propaganda on its website, is
a pseudo-scientific fraud, asking them to double the compensation for the purchase price 1280 yuan, 2005 In November, the West
Side Court was dismissed; September 2005, Zheng Qingsheng think Nike publicly accused their "illegal entry into the internal Web
site", "steal business information" is malicious defamation, ask for compensation for mental solatium 150,000, October 2005, the
East Court hearing of the case.
; ; ; Chinese shoes Network April 30 hearing, Nike in a global media event held recently by several footballers launched a new
national team jerseys. It is reported that all of Nike-sponsored team will be wearing this summer for the first time made entirely
produced from recycled polyester jersey shirt using up every eight recycled plastic bottles. 

; ; ; It is understood that in order to make 2010 the national team apparel, Nike's fabric suppliers from Japan and China Taiwan
garbage dump collected waste plastic bottles, then melt to produce New yarn, yarn eventually be transformed into these new shirt
fabrics. This process saves raw materials and up to 30% less energy compared to manufacturing new polyester. This series of team
apparel make Nike products in the process of sustainable development goes a step further. 

; ; ; In addition, all national costume designs are considered the culture and identity of countries, taking into account the environment
does not mean sacrificing the innovative performance apparel Nike, Nike through improved fabric weight fabric than previous Nike
alleviate 15% and jersey also incorporates a previous gas flow rate can be increased by up to 7% of garment fabrics. These jerseys
are designed so that the player's body lies more dry and comfortable, allowing them to maintain optimal body temperature, it has the
best performance on the pitch. 

; ; ; It is understood that shirts will be sold through a local Nike store and website.
The first pair of Nike sneakers, Tiempo Series Air Strike 

First, the birth of background: the birth of the first pair of Nike soccer shoes and the rise of Nike football 

1988 ��, Nike sneakers -Air Strike come out feet first, it is also the first double Tiempo series. Its launch marks the Nike football
field to expand the initiative. This is a pair was given a metal and leather soccer shoes texture, shape and smooth and crisp, delicate
cortical thick, in line with the then world football focus on defense, the team's emphasis on style. These shoes can depict the
Argentine Pampas eagle soaring year World Cup valiant, but also to touch the Italian deep sedate hard concrete. As the originator of
the series Tiempo later, these shoes shoes front and fold leather uppers have embellishment, which is later Tiempo created a
distinctive series of examples. Not only that, it is more comprehensive attack after world soccer field and lay the cornerstone of
stability. 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Nike, with its advanced technology support, rapid product innovation and expansion of R & D
personnel, already has enough power to the world embarked on a massive football field, 1994 the World Cup, Brazil and Italy have a
lot of players wearing Nike Premier soccer shoes to compete. Wearing the Brazilian flag pitch for the World Cup "lone wolf" Romario
is Nike soccer shoes loyal fans. Nike boots witnessed the coronation of four-time winner Brazil soccer moment in history, but also
indicates the Nike and Brazil and other world giants of the bond.
Converse sports brand 

and the United States Street brand undefeated has teamed up with many seasons, each time to get a lot of praise. Let a person feel
slightly less, on a quarterly basis to launch products too little, so that the two brands of friends like only a lot of time waiting to no avail.



The two fall and winter two launch a series called "Not Made Born", the product line is finally expanded, including a number of classic
shoes, I believe to attract more attention. 

from the picture can be seen in this quarter of the design is very low-key, the flagship of the earth color system to make shoes look
like a retro feeling, which in addition to the representatives of Taylor Chuck, as well as the classic Leather Auckland, Racer Pro and
other shoes, so that a number of fans can enjoy the choice. 

source: undefeated

; 

< br / > ; recently, from England's cutting-edge fashion brand I love ugly and famous brand bags JanSport opened their bag series for
the first time cooperation, overwhelmed by cooperation with third party creative units, including musicians, designers and
photographers, creative is dye in the wood. Backpack shot on location in Chicago, by photographer Michael Salisbury and Ryan
Chun surgeon, photo composition concise but not simple, highlighting the I love ugly brand simple and complex coexist consistent
style. It is reported that the series will be in July 30th in Love Ugly I stores and online stores also offer, like friends can not be missed.
(Editor: YOYO)
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand new Nike Dynamic] "American Woman" movie in the United States before the 2015 Women's
World Cup team officially announced the first game to wish the success of the US team. As part of the Nike Women's World Cup
2015 "No Maybe" series of publicity, the new "American Woman" promo will see Abby? Wambach and Alex? Morgan and other
players debut. 

"American Woman" appeared in movie players, including Abby? Wambach, Alex? Morgan, Sydney? Leroux, Cali? Lloyd, Christen?
Pres and Megan? Levin Pino other players. The movie recording from the beginning of the US women's football training ground until
reached the 20115-year history of the Women's World Cup opening match. 
"You not only have to have a team spirit must also have the ability to work independently," the captain of the US Women Abby?
Wambach said, "you must ensure that the teammates around you and you keep thinking unity, natural and and Together they forge
ahead in unity. We do best to control himself and through teamwork to achieve their personal peak. "

Nike "American Woman" movie also emerging in the Gulf blue / volt yellow Nike soccer shoes Women's World Cup 2015 figure, the
series was released in May 2015. 
The new Nike "American Woman" movie in the United States before the World Cup opening match against Australia release, the film
theme song "American Woman" by the The Guess Who concert. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional shoe News Media Partners: China sports shoes Network)
; ; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - the brand new Dynamic] Arsenal Away Jersey 2013-14 season officially on sale in all club stores.

this new shirt Arsenal traditional yellow and blue, this month the club held a grand launch event shirt outside the Emirates Stadium.
Side printed with Alex - Chamberlain, Kieran - Gibbs, Carl - Jenkins, Aaron - Ramsey, Theo - Walcott and Jack - Wilshere was
wearing a new jersey design by Nike The giant banner is hung outside the Emirates Stadium. 



This shirt will become Arsenal this season away jersey, debut in the Asian Tour had conducted for the Gunners this is a lucky shirt,
gunmen wearing this shirt Star team defeated Indonesia Vietnam and Urawa Reds. 
watch the Emirates Cup fans will have the opportunity to see the Arsenal first team at the Emirates Stadium wearing this shirt, the
Gunners will face Napoli on Saturday afternoon. 
New Jersey giving this new feeling, but it also reflects the traditional style of Nike: fine production, excellent aesthetic design, while
adding some technology components to help the players have even better performance. Each shirt (shirt and shorts) made from 13
recycled water bottles, and Nike sweat drying fabric can be quickly discharged, to help players stay cool and dry. 
Arsenal 2013-14 season away shirts can be purchased now at Arsenal all stores, the price for an adult version shirt ? 50, ? 40 child-
friendly version. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News, Media Partner: Apparel IT ;)
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] According to the German "Bild" reported that a recent survey showed that when asked
about the most favorite brand, answer "Adidas" (Adidas ) The German most. Moreover, like most German car manufacturer
Volkswagen (Volkswagen) and BMW (BMW) ranked second and third numbers, respectively. 

a project called "Germany's favorite brand," the results of the survey showed that German sports goods manufacturer Adidas of
Germany's most popular, there are 7.9% of respondents who support the brand, the proportion of the previous year increased by
0.5%. Volkswagen ranked second won 5.1 percent of the vote, ranking third in the BMW by 4.9% of respondents of all ages. 
In addition, electronic products, Apple and Samsung's popularity is rising, in the "German's favorite brand" of the list ranked fourth
and fifth, respectively, 3.9% and 3.1 support %. 
list in ranking the largest decline in the Audi, the brand support compared to last year dropped by 2%, of the total ranking from
second place down to eighth. It is reported that the top ten German brands include Mercedes-Benz and Nivea. 
survey shows that 38 percent of German selected favorite brand is the sports and clothing brands, the proportion of flat with last year,
select the number of people the most; ranked second in the automotive brand, 20% of respondents I chose this one. (Chinese shoes
Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network ; global fashion brand
network.)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] 2012 Chinese Year of the Dragon, in order to meet the auspicious joyous Chinese Lunar
New Year Year of the Dragon, Adidas children, especially for the kids to create a series of new Year of the Dragon, designed to let
have it The baby became the most Dragon New Year's Viiv small messenger. 
The Adidas Children of the Dragon series highlights the most flavor of the Dragon Hoodie. China's eye-catching red primary color of
the new year filled with strong flavor, with a specially designed cartoon dragon pattern hat, sideways and classic adidas three stripes
at, only highlights the festive atmosphere, but also full of childlike. The material, taking into account the restless kids playful
characteristics, children's and baby apparel had opted for high-quality, soft knitted fleece fabric, both to ensure the thermal effects,
but also to bring comfortable wearing experience, so relaxed and healthy baby spend a happy New Year Year of the Dragon. Shoes
aspect, children and baby shoes are made of soft soles FLUID TRAINER, using the same cartoon dragon pattern design elements,
and caring replace shoelaces with Velcro, easier kids wear. 
It is reported that Adidas Children of the Dragon series will be held December 1, 2011 in child and baby stores adidas officially on
sale in mainland China, then, that their mothers can buy festive and auspicious children Dragon clothes friends. Especially born baby
dragon, more memorable friends. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
< p > for the United States footwear brand converse we first thought should be the canvas shoes. However, flag with leather shoes is
not to be underestimated, such as pro leather shoes, this pair was born in the 1970s of the basketball shoes for converse absolutely
milestone significance. 

; 

Pro leather originally was born in 1976, is converse in the history of the first pair of leather making basketball shoes, classic arrow
and the star pattern combinations are presented in the shoes on. However in 1976 for the United States basketball is an important
year, is a year of NBA and ABA merger, the converse they harvested the flying legend Dr.J (Julius Erving) is Dr.J often wear Pro
leather shoes in the court enjoy the volatilization of athleticism, making the shoes quickly hot, so that the converse to turn the tide like
reverse time the status of basketball market. 
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